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November 07th 2017:Two Troubled Boys with Opposite
Outcomes
Today's show looks at two men with troubled beginnings who
became polar opposites: one a mass murderer and one a
scientific advisor to presidents. The murderer was Devin
Patrick Kelley, who made headlines for shooting up a Texas
church. The scientist is Mark Kingston Levin. Both came from
dysfunctional homes and showed signs of trouble from an
early age. But, Devin fell through the cracks and manifested
psychopathology, including: cruelty to animals, domestic
violence, a mental hospital escape and ultimately mass
murder. Mark's childhood trauma was his father's early death
and his mother's rem
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Featured Guest
Mark Kingston Levin, Ph.D.
Dr. Levin was born and grew up in Vermont with many winters spent in Florida as a
child. As a teenager, he wrote poetry, served as a lifeguard and played football. He
currently enjoys sailing, exploring underwater caves, snorkeling, writing science fiction
and other pursuits. After working on the Apollo and Mars projects, he decided to return
to school to study under Nobel Laureate Paul Dirac, obtaining his Ph.D. in 2.5 years. Dr.
Levin founded two companies and served as a science advisor to President Ford. He
has published over 44 times in the scientific literature and was awarded over 32 US
Patents. As a science fiction writer, he is now emerging with his first work, a trilogy
entitled,
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